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rich with beautiful columns, and all
three of us deemed it worth the ef-
fort.

With plenty of air still in our
tanks, we opted for another push
from Cenote Chan Pek (Small
Dog). Christophe introduced Hervé
to the downstream area, and they
proceeded to add more line. I re-
turned to the leads I had marked on
a previous dive and found bedding
planes heading upstream and down-
stream. Sistema Carrillo currently
holds over 2100 meters of line, and
the remains of ancient sea turtles
proves a former link to the ocean.
A restriction near the Chan Pek en-
trance required the use of side-
mount equipment. We suspect that
future progress here will be slow,
now that all the obvious leads have
been pursued. Source: Fred Devos.

Back in August, I had originally
looked at the entrance to Sistema
Cubera and was startled to see a

large cubera snapper guarding the
entrance. I presumed there must be
a passage to the sea. Now, in late
October 2000, Daniel Riordan and I
entered the water for the first explo-
ration dive. This same snapper
greeted us a second time, and never
have I seen a fish so old and hag-
gard. Who knows how many years
it has lived here, trapped in a brack-
ish cenote with no obvious escape
to the sea.

Past the cubera, the compass read
northwest. This direction generally
denotes upstream, but this section
of cave is littered with large tree
trunks, and scars on the floor tell of
reverse tidal flows. Large crawfish
scurried out of sight, and light from
the entrance disappeared. The floor
started to drip, revealing a slight
halocline at 5.5 meters, with brown-
tainted saltwater below.

The passage continued deeper
into a milky layer of hydrogen sul-
fide, and the smell of rotten eggs

permeated my skin. This area of
cave was obviously stagnant. Large
animal bones indicated an opening
nearby, but orange mangrove wa-
ter blocked much of the light from
the new Cenote Garafon. Pushing
under the collapse revealed the
welcome sight of a large lead to the
west supplying clear water.

Oddly, flow headed northeast,
and the improved visibility allowed
string to quickly spool off the reel.
Cenote Dobladillo was the end of
the line, and with 377 meters of pas-
sage discovered, it was time to sur-
vey out.

Trails lead to two other nearby
cenotes, and indications suggest
that Sistema Cubera will become
larger on our next visit. Source: Fred
Devos.

SAN LUIS POTOSÍ
Gruta del Ángel has been known

by Río Verde locals for quite some
time. It is located next to Gruta de
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